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Risk Insights
Revolutionizing Risk, Compliance, and Audit 
Management Processes with Artificial Intelligence

HIGHLIGHTS

• Summarization and Question Answering 
The latest Generative AI technology 
is used in an enterprise context to 
summarize the content of the relevant 
documents and answer dedicated 
questions.

• Personalization 
Knowledge graphs technology provides 
highly personalized relevant content and 
insights based on the user's role, intent, 
and context.

• 360° Dashboard 
Aggregate all relevant data from different 
sources and with various formats to 
effortlessly synthesize the complete 
picture.

• Semantic Enterprise Search 
For automated recognition of relevant 
content. Regardless of different input and 
output languages.

• Reference Viewer 
A dashboard that enables efficient 
comparison of all the relevant documents 
and references.

• Efficient Collaboration 
Note-taking directly in the respective 
documents, contributing to the 
continuous growth of the company's 
internal know-how.

• Workflow support 
Dossier and report creation to easily track 
and share all relevant information.

CHALLENGES

• Do you have to deal with ever-growing 
amounts of data in various file formats 
from many unconnected applications? 

• Are you noticing a high share of 
manual work in risk, compliance, and 
audit processes due to the length and 
complexity of the documents used?

• Do you often juggle several versions of 
the same document, which increasingly 
deviate from each other over time?

• Do you miss a 360° overview of 
all relevant internal and external 
documents?

Augmenting human intelligence with powerful AI for risk, compliance, 
and audit management greatly assists in the day-to-day work 
processes. It drastically improves the efficiency and quality of work 
results. In the current challenging economic environment, Squirro's 
AI solution supports companies in overcoming the prevail ing 
high employee turnover, keeping the cost base under control, and 
sometimes avoiding severe errors caused by overlooking relevant 
information or failing to recognize potential risks.

What is Risk Insights?
EXPLORE 

Squirro’s innovative AI solution is the key to overcoming 
the challenges in modern risk, compliance, and audit 
management through combining AI technologies such 
as an Insight Engine, Semantic Enterprise Search, 
Knowledge Graphs, and Generative AI.

This preconfigured AI solution connects all your 
organization's siloed internal, external, and premium 
data, marrying the content with the user's intent and 
context. It makes all this data computable, extracting 
the most relevant insights, and allows combinations 
of multiple data views via dashboards to stay on top 
of your risk, compliance, and audit management.

Delivered as a public or private cloud or on-premise 
solution, it is ready for stand-alone use or easily 
integrated into any enterprise application. The solution 
is built to scale both vertically and horizontally with all 
relevant access rights and security features.

GATHER UNDERSTAND ACT

https://squirro.com/gartner-magic-quadrant-insight-engines/
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ABOUT SQUIRRO

Businesses capitalize on new opportunities, improve client relations, and optimize decision-making capabilities using Squirro’s 
vertical-specific Augmented Intelligence solutions, which combine human intelligence with powerful AI. An Insights Engine at its 
core, Squirro delivers contextualized insights from your most relevant data sources and displays them directly, via workbench 
integrations, or through self-service applications.

Squirro works with global organizations, primarily in the Financial Services, Insurance, Telecommunications, and Manufacturing 
industries. Customers include Bank of England, Standard Chartered, ING, Brookson, Ninety-One and Candriam. Founded in 2012, 
Squirro is currently present in Zürich, London, Munich, New York, and Singapore. Further information about AI-driven business 
insights can be found at squirro.com
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360° DASHBOARD

• Semantic Enterprise Search 
Comprehensive semantic enterprise search across all documents.

• Workbench Applications 
Specific workflow setups for individual audit tasks; dossier creation 
for specific cases.

• Key Institutions & Highlights 
Key elements to act on when institutions you follow publish new 
documents, automatically highlighted.

AUDIT WORKFLOW

• Filter Options 
Ability to navigate complex document collections easily

• Overview Dashboard 
Dashboard to show main items and initial risk assessment.

• Risk Assessment 
Widgets visualize additional vectors in the dataset.

REFERENCE VIEWER

• Reference Viewer 
A true novelty that allows for a side-by-side view of multiple 
documents.

• For example 
In a credit report, the relevant regulations are automatically 
referenced.

• Classification 
Each document is automatically classified and synchronized.

• Note-taking 
Each note may be eventually exported to create reports.
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